
TIMEXPERT SRNS
PRO 60+

EXTRA-NOURISHING HIGHLY DEMANDING CREAM

“Proud of the history of my skin”

Launching promotion:
An irresistible promotion for the most demanding skin that combines the 
new multi-action anti-ageing treatment, EXTRA-NOURISHING HIGH 
DEMANDING CREAM, with our excellent intensive sleep cure, SLEEPING 
CURE. 

SLEEPING CURE
Detox Night Concentrate

A unique anti-ageing defatiguing push. In just 10 nights its powerful load of 
detoxifying, anti-oxidising, hydrating and smoothing ingredients (60%), 
will be capable of notably transforming while you sleep the appearance and 
comfort of your skin. Every morning the skin awakens more beautiful and 
fresh, revitalised and with a special luminosity... as if it had rested a few 
more hours.

10 vials of 2 ml.
Dermatologist-tested.

www.germaine-de-capuccini.com



Beauty is not a matter of age, but of attitude

PRO 60+
A new twist in favour of natural beauty in full maturity. 

PRO 60+ is the new sub-line of Timexpert SRNS aimed at women who, full of vitality, claim maturity as the best stage of their life. 
Real women who are not afraid to age and that show with pride their “good signs of ageing”.

RESULTS
SELF-EVALUATION TEST 

During only one month of application*:

The “Sexygenarians”
The unstoppable growth of the senior market, the image worship and the welfare 

society have caused the rise of this new trend called by the American V Magazine 
“Sexygenarians”: Women over 60, sublime, sexy, who bet on true beauty and who feel 

too young to feel old. 

EXTRA-NOURISHING HIGHLY DEMANDING CREAM

The best destiny for the future of your skin
Multiple actions for the most demanding skin

A sublime cream with a rich and silky texture that offers an intensive response to the 
5 challenges of ageing in full maturity:

Facial skin is part of your essence, of your memory. Each wrinkle, each sign of ageing reveals a story that defines you and makes you unique.
Your face has an incredible history

•	 Skin dryness and lack of comfort

•	 Incapacity of defence and regeneration

•	 Flaccidity

•	 Lines and wrinkles

•	 Darkspots and dull skin 

INNOVATION

Unique anti-ageing action based on the latest hit in cosmetics: the 
science of epigenetics.

Today we know that the environment, the lifestyle, the emotions, etc. generate epigenetic 
factors that have a greater influence on how we age than the genetic inheritance itself. These 

factors mark our ageing route defining the “history of our skin”. 
The latest discoveries reveal that epigenetic alterations that affect the expression of our genes 

are controllable and thus reversible.

The EXTRA-NOURISHING HIGHLY DEMANDING CREAM includes an avantgarde ingredient, 
Epigenol, capable of dynamising the key mechanisms of youthfulness. It works like a true 
“switch” that turns “ON” the genes “turned off” by epigenetic factors. The generation of 

“youthfulness proteins” is reactivated, globally reversing the signs of ageing.

Epigenol intervenes in the history of the skin to change its destiny.

A powerful cocktail of ingredients capable of successfully facing the 

5 CHALLENGES OF AGE: 

1 Provides dry, tight skin with comfort and hydration for skin that is more supple, 
firm	and	deeply	nourished.  Hyaluronic Acid with high molecular weight, Multi-lamelar 
Complex of Ceramides, Cholesterol and Sphingosines.

2 Protects and strengthens the skin against environmental aggression. Defence and 
repair of DNA. RC-Advanced. 

3 Stimulates	 the	 group	 of	 skin	 regeneration	 processes	 to	 recover	 firmness,	 delay	
sagging and preserve the facial oval. Biologically active cytokines. 

4 Smoothes the skin’s micro-relief, increasing skin suppleness and tone and softening 
lines and wrinkles. Epigenol. 

5 Provides luminosity and a healthy appearance while correcting and minimising 
pigmentation darkspots. Milk proteins. 

50 ml

The richness of its texture, of velvety 
and evanescent touch, envelops the 
skin, nourishing it intensely.

100%

firmer and more supple
100%

maximum nourishment 
and immediate hydration  

93 %
more luminous 
more homogeneous tone

81 %

more faded wrinkles

99%PRO 60+ covers all the 
needs of mature skin

rejuvenated general appearance

97%

more comfortable, with a 
sensation of well-being

96%

* Self-evaluation test carried out on 69 women aged between 60 and 84.


